
THE ROLE AND IMPORTANCE OF MARKETING RESEARCH IN THE

MARKETING SYSTEM

Define the role of marketing research in decision making Â· Outline the The more effective milling machine simply did
not fit into the Thai rice processing system.

These procedures are patented, given brand names, and marketed like any other branded product. The
company could then have put a marketing plan together and conducted a follow-up study to test their
propositions out on the marketplace. While selecting the site, two aspects are given top priority namely region
and specific site. The answer should lie in a document called the research brief. The researcher would have
two sets of sample results, i. These product policies are related to product development, determination of
product-line, purchase of inputs, inventories, location and layout of plant, production planning and control,
plant maintenance, control of waste, quality and cost, finance and personnel. Subscribe to the YM blog for the
latest YM news and industry trends. An assistant project manager will learn and assist in questionnaire design,
review field instructions, and monitor timing and costs of studies. That is, the same individuals are asked first
to taste formulation X and then to taste formulation Y. But before you appreciate its value, you must first
review the role of this data and understand how best to use this information in decision-making which
positively affects your member engagement and association growth. Marketing information and research are
essential tools for marketers and the management team as they align strategy with customer wants and needs.
This is where fact-finding, marketing information, and research enter to help make the choice. Marketing
research seeks to set about its task in a systematic and objective fashion. It should draw definitive conclusions
only with extreme caution. He or she is likely to put forward a design which is less elegant, and gives rise to
less precise information but delivers the results on schedule. These attitudes affect, in turn, his perception,
motivation, inter personal response, traits and self- concept. Marketing research is charged with helping to
reduce such uncertainties, " Nonetheless if the relationship between the two is fairly stable this descriptive
information may be sufficient for the purposes of prediction. Data can be nominal, ordinal, interval or ratio
scaled. This led to the development of various tools like online focus groups and pop-up or website intercept
surveys. It is essentially, structured and quantitative research, and the output of this research is the input to
management information systems MIS. This process frequently proves of great value to the decision-maker in
that it helps him think through the objectives and perhaps select the most important of the objectives.
Customized services offer a wide variety of marketing research services customized to suit a client's specific
needs. Step 3: Decision on type of study Marketing research can be carried out on one of three levels:
exploratory, descriptive or causal. The solution would have been to undertake a study which would have
described the market in detail in terms of customers, competitors and the environment. In practice, applying
this cost-test principle can be somewhat complex, but it provides useful guidance about when marketing
research is worthwhile. Measuring Advertising Effectiveness: The work of agencies is not over with only
planning and placing an advertisement for its clients. He subsequently applied his methods to the measurement
of television audiences. The problem with the objective is that the marketing manager needs to know the
potential market for the new tree-lifter is that it is not attainable. This machine was suitable for lifting
semi-mature trees, complete with root-ball intact, and transplanting such trees in another location. Market
research is important for your business because it provides you with the following opportunities: Increased
Sales. The point has been made that it is all too easy when conducting research to collect "interesting data" as
opposed to "important data". Some important questions include: Who is the customer? With the predictive
function, the association answers questions to allow them to best take advantage of opportunities as they arise
in an ever-changing marketplace.


